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 Lecture 3: Control Statements  

 

 if Statement  

It evaluates a logical expression and executes a group of statements when the 

expression is true. The optional (elseif) and else keywords provide for the 

execution of  alternate groups of statements. An end keyword, which matches the 

(if), terminates the last group of statements. The groups of statements are 

delineated by the four keywords – no braces or brackets are involved. Its syntax is:  

 

 Only one condition  

if expression  

    (commands)  

End 

  

Ex1:  
>> mark = 10;  

>> if mark == 10  

>> disp ('ok')  

>> end 

  

Ex2: What will the following MATLAB code print?  

>> degree = 10;  

>> if degree ~= 0  

>> disp('The result is not equal to 0') 

>>end 

 

 Two conditions using the form (if-else-end):  

 

if expression  

    (commands evaluated  if  True)  

else  

      (commands evaluated  if  False)  

end  

 

Ex3: What will the following MATLAB code print?  

>> r = 10;  

>> if r > 0  
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>> disp(' The degree is positive')  

>> else  

>> disp(' The degree is not positive')  

>> end  

 

Ex4: What will the following MATLAB code print?  

>> p1 = 3.14;  

>> p2 = 3.14159;  

>> if p1 == p2  

>> disp('p1 and p2 are equal')  

>> else  

>>disp('p1 and p2 are not equal')  

>> end  

 

Ex5: What will the following MATLAB code print?  

>> a = 5;  

>> b = 10;  

>> if a == b  

>> fprintf('%4.2f and %4.2f are equal\n',[a b])  

>> else  

>> fprintf('%4.2f and %4.2f are not equal\n',[a b])  

>> end  

 

Ex6: For what values of the variable a will the following MATLAB code print 

'Hello world'?  

>> n=input('The value of n is:')  

The value of n is:  

>> if n >= 0 & n < 7  

>> fprintf('Hello world\n')  

>> else  

>> fprintf('Goodbye world\n')  

>> end  
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Ex7: For what values of the variable a will the following MATLAB code print 

'Hello world'?  

>> f=input('Give me f value:');  

Give me f value:  

>> if f < 7 | f >= 3  

>> disp('Hello world')  

>> else  

>> disp('Goodbye world')  

>> end  

 

 More than two conditions:  

 

if expression1  

    (commands evaluated if expression1 is true)  

elseif expression2  

          (commands evaluated if expression2 is true)  

elseif expression3  

          (commands evaluated if expression3 is true)  

elseif expression4  

         (commands evaluated  if expression4 is true)  

.  

.  

else  

      (commands evaluated if  no other expression is true)  

end  
 

Ex8:  

>> w = 11;  

>> if w == 1  

>> disp ('1');  

>> elseif w == 2  

>> disp ('2');  

>> else  

>> disp ('3');  

>> end  
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Ex9: MATLAB’s algorithm for generating a magic square of order n involves 

three different cases: when n is odd, when n is even but not divisible by 4, or when 

n is divisible by 4. This is described by:  

>> n=input('What is the value of n?');  

What is the value of n?  

>> if rem(n,2) ~= 0  

>> disp('It is odd number')  

>> elseif rem(n,4) ~= 0  

>> disp('The number not divisible by 4')  

>> else  

>> disp('It is even number and divisible by 4')  

>> end    

Ex10:  

>>A= input ('enter A:')  

enter A:  

>>B= input ('enter B:')  

enter B:  

>> if A > B  

>> 'greater'  

>> elseif A < B  

>> 'less'  

>> elseif A == B  

>> 'equal'  

>> else  

>> 'Unexpected situation'  

>> end  

 

Ex11:  
>> month = input('Give month number (1-12): ' );  

>> if month==1 | month==3 | month ==5 | month==7 | month==10 | month==12  

>> 'Your month has 31 days'  

>> elseif month==2  

>> 'Your month has 28 days'  

>> else  
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>> 'Your month has 30 days'  

>> end 

  

Ex12:  
>> number = input('Give an integer:' );  

>> remainder2 = rem(number,2);  

>> remainder3 = rem(number,3);  

>> if remainder2==0 & remainder3==0  

>> 'Your number is divisible by both 2 and 3'  

>> elseif remainder2==0  

>> 'Your number is divisible by 2 but not by 3'  

>> elseif remainder3==0  

>> 'Your number is divisible by 3 but not by 2'  

>> else  

>> 'Your number is not divisible by either 2 or 3'  

>> end 

  

 switch and case Statement  

 

The switch statement executes groups of statements based on the value of a 

variable or expression. The keywords case and otherwise delineate the groups. 

Only the first matching case is executed. There must always be an end to match the 

switch.  

The logic of the magic squares algorithm can also be described by:  
 

switch expression  

            case test-expression1  

            (commands1)  

            case test-expression2  

            (commands2)  

otherwise  

             (commands3)  

End 
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Ex13:  

>> switch (rem(n,4)==0) + (rem(n,2)==0)  

>> case 0  

>> 'Odd number'  

>> case 1  

>> 'Even number and not divisible by 4'  

>> case 2  

>> 'Even number and divisible by 4'  

>> otherwise  

>> 'This is impossible'  

>> end 

  

Ex14:  
>> mynumber = input('Enter a number:');  

>> switch mynumber  

>> case -1  

>> disp('negative one');  

>> case 0  

>> disp('zero');  

>> case 1  

>> disp('positive one');  

>> otherwise  

>> disp('other value');  

>> end  

 

Ex15:  
>> x = 1;  

>> switch x  

>> case {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}  

>> disp ('1..5')  

>> case {9, 10}  

>> disp ('9..10')  

>> otherwise  

>> disp ('this is impossible')  

>> end 
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H.W:- 

 

Q1/ Write a MATLAB code which asks for input ‘y’ and determining if the input 

is even or odd numbers? 

 

Q2/ Write a MATLAB program  that accepts agrade as numerical value x from 0 

to 100 as input and displays the corresponding letter grade given by the following 

table:- 

 

Numerical grades Letter grades 

x>=90 A 

80<= x <90 B 

70<= x <80 C 

60<= x <70 D 

X<60 F 

 


